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The intentyof fOrmative,evaluation is to improve
programsat ell-as to justify their continuation. it is critical to
sepatateclearly't4pse functions' of the' evaluation which are

.

political fcom those-which,may lead the way to instructional
.

improvement. Data for Formative evaluation should be gathered in an
interpretable Way at the level,at which deciqiont will be,
implemented, usually at the clatsroom level, This forces data'
collectidh activities to,a single planned incursion,. 'This
recommendation may suggest rethinking. some of the, measuremet
differences usua4Iy assumed to distinguish good classroom from good
program evaluation. Purposive evaluati9n'mandat6s asking questions
about those -areas over which a program developer or implementer
-,exetts tope controlSometimes the specific implications Of-
alternative' data pattetns are not kept in' mind during the design of
evaluations; the evaluator should attempf-to foresee plausible
alternative patterns the data might take. Rather thaif literally apply
the evaluation plans of others, evaluation design's should be allowed
to conform to thdspeolfic questions needing answers. What is desir9d .

are evaluation activities that have -instructional improvement as well
as, whete necessary, politicad utilities; where with limited waste,
data are Provided. that are pertinent and obvious to program needs.. .
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LEAN DATA STRATEGIES FOR FORMAT.IVE EVALUATION
- i

Eva L'Baker
Center for the Study of Evaluation

'University of California, Los Angeles

. 1 t

' At the outset, I wish to apologiie for the title and in it,
.

.

for the use of. the-term "lean". My,adaptation Of this word for

application as a form ive evaluation precept 'derived from one of

Sue Markle's 'rules for.the preparation of good progrimmed instruc-

tion. Programs were supposed to bewitten "leanly", that'is, in/

minima) versions, so that field testscould provide information a-

bouleat to add rather than require the more difficult inferenCe

e

about wh'at to delete. "Lean" now strikes me 6s-a word more appro-
.

re,

prjatelor utterance by other scholars in the Chicago,.specifically, k

OscarcMayer and tamer John, and I perManently consign the use of

the ,term to them and their products.

Second, the economic constraints implied in'the symposium title

wOrd,itight:maney, suggest that the attribute Of'parsimony in evalu7
,

,
, ... t

t ation strategy is something forced upon us, likg Margarine or Swanson
1......'

. ,..r.. ,

:Frozen Dinners'because we can't afford,to do thipRs better and more.

.
.

, 4,
. -

.

expensively. Twould prppose
-

ta take the position that li$its on

:
the scope of evaluation are important for,rea:,ons other than thrift

or deprivation sand that the activity of evaluation itself demans:

concision of,process.,
.

Brief History.

' t
.Although the activities,dow associated with evaluation had

-,

sludged.along for years in the educational worlds they 'coalesced
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to forTra defined field of inquiry only relatively recently (ind

we are all faMilian and'6ureaucrAic=pressures

that nominally gave evaluati activities their:boost into promin-

efice). .,Ttie emergence fevaluation as something approaching a

ofoinquiry" can'be datWlittle. more than ten years. ago.

' Around that time people began to name themselves "evaluators", seek

ing an idehtifiable affiliation in,doing so. Graduate proras
. ..,,

appeared in, which evaluation was legitimized as an epdeavor worthy
.

. ,
of an advanced degree. Scholars created sets orpapers that attempted

.
.

1 .
,

k. , t-
...

to define parameters of knowledgeappropriate for evaluation. These

' papers were shared in elitist, ceremonial rites, eriodically and
4

alsa published to inform a growing constituency.. Foil,owerssor advocates

of alternative models sprung up. The Charisma Coeffic..iell,t, an fndi-

, .catar of professional eflicacy emerged, in whichthe'strength of

following was directly related, to the personal wagnetism .of the model-

maker. Thus, we were presented with a series of papers describing

alternative.models and their variations, such as CIPP, Countenance, %

Discrepancy, Goal' -gree and; on and on. One confusing na2 in this
0

period that has persisted va's the ambiguity regardingwhat these models y

were for. Were they presented to help US organize the way in which

we thought about eyaluation, or. was ,t4i.r: purpose to control our

actions and guide specif ways in_which:the evaluaeion was conducted?

These models may Pe regarded, then, .A competitors for the hearts

and minds of the people, however unlikely that intent in their develop-
.

nent. ,The better models seemed to Ub more coMprehens ve and thbrough.

't
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In fact; certain models'apparently,arrogated functionsthat.encom-

passed all of edUcational activity. For dxayple, evaluation:
,

seen to be critical at the point where goals were articulatedvpro-

graMs were plhned, programs were'imi5lemented and results obtarined
,

and clearly, not only was the idea of evaluation' important at. each .

0
,point,.butldetailed pAicedures to help evalyatots'conduct their

business were also developed. Agai'n,'the more comprehensfve the

procedures, the better. For instance, thesedays in order to conduct
.

4
1

a credible, assessment, it is desirable to .sample ,widely among
. . .

... .

_ ;,,,,real and imagined constituencies, so that students, teachers, admini-

t

strators, palrents, community members..,all are represented. The

,

needs assessment would then seem to be comprehensive, alntdst indepen-

dent of whether those sampled had a sensible reason for being included

.at all, Because "limits to growth"5wJs not a popular idea during the

profligate sixties, the values of thoroughness and comprehenSiveness
.

were.incorporated into referent.works on evaluation and,remaia intact'

today.

Evaluation endeavors have evolved Into a new meta-model. We,

have now firmly developed Procedure-Referenced% Decision-Free evau-

ation. As long as procedures are carefully and we circum-

spectly rememberto inflict them on all kinds of palicipants, our

evaluation seems to' meet the state -of -the -art, and stimulate familiar
nv ',

1

\
6 laments about why nobodyuses what we do.

Kurt Vomegut, in a book with an .unpronouncible title, discussed
\

.

speech-giving tri the same'way. No_one_cares bp'remenbers anything
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you say. What was important was thatyou seem to give a speech.

*One of -the contributing'explanations'fK the procedure orienta-

tion of Our evaluation,effortsrelate5 to the.increasing sense that
.%

,

evaluation has primarily a political rather than a program improve-
-

,"

.ment purpose. Evaluations areconducted because they'are mandated,'

becausewe must justify previous decisions, becausewe need to Pow
.

cause for increased funding. In the needs assessment example, we
-

query multiple constitifencips partly because we are interested in
.

their perceptions but sometimes because we don't want to be ,accused-'
i, . .

7. .
,..

of forgetting.anyong.. We involve complex procedures in our evalua-

ions because they make us seem to be more credible.-.Wiiile it is

difficult to a 4 that political factors are unimportant, they .

seem to confound our approach to evaluation so that, it those
.

factors were put aside, We might not know the information we'need

to make a rational set of decisions anyhow.
4

Purpose 'and Plasticity'

These remanks are directed, of course, not to the, givers of
."7 . .

evaluation Models, but to the users of them. And thre focus of the-

.rest of the paper shall be on .remedies in the content of formative.

evaluation.
I

.With formative evaluation, our intent is to improve programs

as well'as to justify their, continuation. Program improvement must

focus.. at the classi-ootil or learner level. Thus; it is critical in

`formative evaluation to separate clearl,those'fpnctions of the

evaluation which are political from those which may Jead the way to-
.

r

'AP

I
1 '
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instructional improvement.
4

Specifically, what would that:mean? Suppose one were -inter-
.

eited in'evaluating'ind.iMproving a statewide educational

program. One could develop and implement measures that were

1, 51

interpretable at the, school district level, if the district were

the main administrator pf program. Such information would.be help-
,

ful for the state evaluators and interesting to the district people.

However, 'if the district wished to make decisions related to the ;,

improvement of'school performance, school level information' would

be necessary. Thus the distrjct might .develop measures'and a

design to provide data for each' participating school. Should a.

principal at a given.Sthool wish information, he or she would
.

need to collect data for each of the, classrooms in operation. And
-

, finally, should a given teacher in a claSsrdom in a school in a dis-
.

.trict in an'enlightened state wish information, he or she would

obtain ittfrom *Ostudents, Ultimately, for a program to' produce

improvement in learning, that teacher must make some god decisions'

about specific children. Our mythology is such that we believe

that information about, how the 'children are learninD should help.

in. that prodess.

Formative evaluation questions at the classroom/learner level

seem to be rarely 'asked outside of -organized, institutionally based

research and development effoftt. Instead, each level oflanage-

ment, state, district, or school, seems to perpetrate anothersort

af evaluation4ffort%

4r.

4
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Recommendation : 'incursive evaluation
1

In the ?mine of economy of time and animosity", data for forma-
.

tive evaluation should be gathered in an interpretable way t th

level at 1,./hich'decisio8-will be Implemented, usually. at the class-

toom level. .We need information about hoyl-specific childredare
.

oing.on important outcomes. Such a desire certainly does not

preclude sampling orpersonS or items or inhibit the manner of data

reduction or aggregation useful for reviev at the subsequent admin:

ist,ritive levels. Rather its force -is to reditce'data collectim.

activities to a single carefully plaiined.fncursion. Wliile.the

decision pOposes for the evaluation data might be different for

JJifferentuseYs, various requirements nay be attended to by the ,

.manner of aggregation and reporting rather than,as in many cases,

the conduct of separAte measurement activities. This'reconimendation

may suggest rethinking some of the measurement differences usually

assumed to.distingufsh good classroom from Good programievaluation.

a

A

'10

RecommeKdation 2: Purposiv evaluation

Purposive evaluation invokes a simple mandate: ask queitionS.

#
about those areas over whi-ch, as a program developer or implementer,

you exert some control" Be6,use of the procedural or politidlal

orientation of much of what we do:sometimk the specific

tions-of alternative data patterns are not kept in mind during the 1

design of evaluations. One of the best residuals of our research

JO
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ende'ayors is the alternative hypothesis end-inrview. In research,

we try to-anticipate alternative hypotheses which Can sensibly

explain ob-e6ationS. In evaluation, it seems thatdthe evaluator

should attempt to foresee plausible alternative patterns the data

might take: If the evaluator cannot imagine the consequAces-of

data configurations for'proram improKement, then he or she might

well considee whether certain.questions. need to be askd at all.

For ihstance, teacher age is found to -be negatively'c'rrelated
with program performance, but neither withholding'the prdgram

from older teachers nor rejuvenation is possible in a cosl-effeCtive

basis>, then age-information, and many other demographicfacts need

not be assembled.

'A
'The recommendations for ivursiv.and purposive evaluation

ddsigns suggest a retreat from procedure-erierTed evaluation. Rather

than apply literall^j> t e 'evaluation plans of:others, our own

evaluation designs should be allowed to conform to the specific

q stions we must have answered. Plasticity implies flexibility,

Moldability and idflosyncracy. Our evaluations Will.not seem as

credible, because they will be based on local requirements rather

than on.cosmolggica ods. 'They will have to be justified by
.

utility'ratherthan authority." This should net suggest that eval-
...\. .

uatioris are proceduee:free., They my-"adapt well 'routinized

methods for deciding on questions of importance and for obring,
t ,

analyzing, and reporting our data. But the, purpose controls the

- procedures.

. )
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Aside from cost savings derived from limiting measurements

to few occasions and for consequence-related questions, support

for stringent evaluation strategy comes from of all 'places, an

interpretation V the Second Lati of Thermodynamics. Barry

Commofter, in a recent article in-the New Yorker, discusses the

energy,cHsis with an analisi 5, of the First moll Second aws of

Thermodynamics. The First Law would suggest that, given a set

of,procedures, we. attempt to implement the most efficiently.
. -

This, we might employ matrix sampling, and answer given questions

in a way tha,t saves both time and money. The Se'cond Law, the

law of entrop', suggests that every move we make contributes to

the eventual randomness in the Universe. -We. would do best then,

to rethin!: durmestionsond initiate the fewest activitie#

required to provide answers, thereby creating-the least disorder.

What we wish to develop; then, is virtual evaluation: evalu-

ation activities that have in'struct'ional improvement as well as,

where necessary, 'political utilities; where in a conserving way

with limited .waste, we provide data that are so pertinent and

obvious to program needs that the lament that no one cares about

evalUation is forgotten from disuse.

1 a
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